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Experiencing



Dear parents and those affected, 
dear partners, 
dear those curious,

Every day children conquer a new 
piece of their life. They get to know 
their surroundings and all of its 
sensations, they connect with other 
people, build relationships, stretch to 
their limits and from there they take 
a new path. 

What looks like “playing” to us adults 
is actually really hard work. Through 
their actions they learn new things 
every day and they process all that 
they pick up from their surroundings. 
That is their way of becoming part of 
our life and our society. 

For this a child must be able to move! 
Away from protective parents, to new 
friends and new adventures and back 
to the parents.

How much more does a child have 
to fight for this when it is impaired 
physically, in its motor functions and/
or mentally? If it can’t just get up and 
run? 
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Supporting



Our company is dedicated to helping 
impaired individuals. We wish to do 
this with our daily work. The care 
does not stop with the delivery of a 
wheelchair. Rather the contrary - it 
marks the beginning in a new and 
self-determined life.  

You and many other parents, therapists 
and those affected have told us what 
a very special individual needs in 
order to live an almost normal life.
We let ourselves be guided by these 
wishes and requests. Because unique 
people need unique solutions.

This means for our work: to act 
responsibly and prospectively, to 
look at each affected person, their 
individual abilities, their surroundings 
and what occurs through therapy. 
Because with each change the 
aid must be able to be adjusted 
accordingly. 

Every day we put our creativity 
together and listen to your needs. 
From this we learn and are able to build 
upon our wide range of knowledge 
and we will listen attentively in the 
future.

With this catalogue we would like 
to give you an overview of our 
model range and their features. 
Furthermore, we would like to show 
you a few examples of our numerous 
customised solutions at the end of 
this catalogue.  

I wish you all the best.
Kind regards.

Marcel Sorg
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The birth of a child is always a 
fascinating occasion. And every time 
this person changes the life of its 
parents fundamentally.
In your case it‘s about more. About 
a person who will change your life 
in a special way. Who will grow 
and develop differently than other 
children. 

You know that for this your child will 
need a lot of comfort, attention and 
help. You also sense that this child 
is going to demand more from you 
than “ordinary children” do.

That is why we understand very well
that you may feel uncertain and 
somewhat helpless and, therefore, 
you want to protect your child more. 

Often - certainly depending on the 
disorder - these children must be 
challenged. Because challenging 
means encouraging. 

Do not take these struggles for your 
childs personal development from 
them, instead strengthen it with 
patience and love to accomplish the 
“work”. Step by step.  
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Children learn almost instinctively 
to use a wheelchair. So do not shy 
away from putting your child in a 
wheelchair as early as possible - that 
means between 1 and 2 years old. 

The reason for this is easy: it is 
supposed to compensate, what nature 
withholds from your child. Because 
only in a wheelchair it can move in 
its surroundings independently, make 
itself noticable and participate. This 
is a requirement for its cognitive and 
emotional development. A stroller 
hinders this process, because no active 
independence can be experienced.

Our part is to support you with our 
possibilities. Because with the supply 
of a wheelchair all therapeutical 
factors such as body function, activity 
and participation must be met.

We developed our modular 
construction system exactly for 
this reason. This way we can build 
wheelchairs that are as individually 
equipped - down to the smallest 
component - as the person needs for 
his/her individual development.

A person is never standard. That is why 
unique people need unique solutions. 
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In the first years, children‘s developments 
happen at a fast pace. This is no different 
for impaired children than for other 
children. First they learn to control their 
motor function for each body part. Then 
follow the more complex movements: 
crawling, sitting, standing, walking. 

The results are noticed a little different 
by children with motor deficit. 
Nevertheless, with this movement 
pattern they have acquired one of the 
important requirements in order to 
experience new sensory impressions in 
their surroundings - which is important 
for their cognitive and emotional 
development.

Rehabilitating means „to enable 
someone“. For this reason therapist, 
rehab technician, doctor and parents 
will figure out together how each child 
can/should be enabled. 

Depending on each disorder, steps 
are made in order to counteract with 
the impairment. For this we offer our 
solutions, because each child should be 
strengthened to improve and expand 
their individual skills.

For this reason therapy can be 
understood as empowerment. Only 
this way, can the child become a self-
determined member of our society.
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It is clear for everyone that a person 
changes constantly. However, for 
the technical implementation of the 
wheelchair this has wide-ranged 
consequences. If the therapy needs to 
be changed and individual components 
need to be added or replaced, or if the 
child grows, the wheelchair must be 
able to accede these changes. This is 
why we have made sure of the greatest 
compatibility of each module and an easy 
handling when rebuilding or adjusting. 
Our modular construction system takes 
care of the “what”.

Our dedicated partners and rehab 
technicians step in for the “how”. They 
know exactly how to, for example, set 
the effective length to turn the wheel, 
or how the wheelchair needs to be 
equipped in order to idealy encourage 

each therapy. As a parent, you can be 
sure that with their experience and their 
technical ability the wheelchair will be 
equipped for the individual therapy and 
can be set to the individual capabilities 
of the user. 

Should these possibilities still not be 
enough, we then feel more challenged.
Together, with all involved, we then 
develop creative solutions - whereby we 
can resort to vast experience that flows 
into new customised solutions.
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Mio Move, 
taurus frame, 
strong abduktion
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The Mio Family
one name-three models

Mio (Design 2018), 
retro frame, 
slight Abduktion

Mio Carbon (Design 2018), 
retro frame, 
slight Abduktion



It‘s in the difference.

Mio (Design 2018) is a power package for 
early mobilization. The seat unit can be adjusted 
according to the child and it‘s possibilities. 
With a perfectly set effective length for turning 
the rear wheel, the strength of the child can 
be used ideally. Its wide range of equipment 
elements makes it versatily applicable. 

Mio Carbon (Design 2018)   is identical 
in the choices of frame shapes and settings, 
but the seat, side guards, back and footrest 
are made out of very light, very sturdy carbon. 
Therefore, it is lighter than the aluminum frame 
Mio (Design 2018). A child’s strongly reduced 
strength potential can be compensated with 
the Mio Carbon (Design 2018).  And in case it 
has to be equipped with additional components 
because of the therapy (e.g. with a double hand 

rim), the additional, unavoidable weight can be 
balanced by the Mio Carbon (Design 2018).

Mio Move can also be set precise, but in 
addition  it is tiltable. This way, it is a perfect 
combination of rehab-stroller and active 
wheelchair, because the child - without having 
to change the aid - can switch freely and at its 
own pace between active and resting phase.

All Mio Versions: 
They are available in two frame shapes (retro 
or taurus shape), and all variations are available 
in two different V-form abductions (optional). 
With the slight abduction the casters and driving 
wheels are lined up, with the strong abduction 
there is a lot of room for a wide footrest. In 
addition, all equipment components of the Mio 
(Design 2018) are also possible on the Mio Move 
and Mio Carbon (Design 2018).

Three models:

• Classic:
Mio (Design 2018)

• Light:
Mio Carbon (Design 2018) 

• Tiltable:
Mio Move

One concept:

Selectable fr
ame shape

(retro or t
aurus)

Selectable a
bduction  

(slight or strong) 

Mio (Design 2018) with 
taurus frame and 
slight abduction

Mio Carbon (Design 2018)
with retro frame and 
slight abduction

Mio Move 
with taurus frame and 
slight abduction
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At first glance they all seem the same:



Mio (Design 2018)

German Aid Index No.: 

18.99.02.1023

seat width    18-34 cm (+2 cm)

seat depth    18-36 cm (+ min. 4 cm)

back height   17,5-40 cm (+ 5 cm)

rear wheels   18“, 20“, 22“, 24“

casters   
       4“ und 5“

- user weight max. 50 kg

- rigid frame, optional 

   taurus- or retro
-frame 

- optional slight or stron
g abduction

- suitable as a
 seat for 

transport 

   in a vehicle accor
ding to       

   ISO 7176-19

Mio (Design 2018),
taurus frame, 
slight abduction
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Early care.
When small children get involved with 
the adventures of sitting, standing and 
walking, they are only following their 
natural urge to move. It is the motor for 
a whole row of development steps. 

Only then, when they learn to “stand on their 
own two feet”, will they learn communication 
and interaction and develop social, mental and 
emotional skills. They conquer their surroundings 
and become a distinct part of it. 

Mio (Design 2018) is an activating wheelchair in 
which children can experience and learn, which 
makes them a distinct, self-determined member 
of our society. 

Since it is adjustable to the possibilities of the 
child, it promotes the whole physical potential of 
its small user, starting at around 12 months. 

The only difference between the taurus and 
retro frame is the shape of the front frame pipes. 
Some children prefer the bent shape of the retro 
frame because they use it as assistance to get 
into the wheelchair. The setting of the seat 
position and the effective length for turning the 
rear wheel occurs the same as with the taurus 
frame, via seat support angle.

therapy table double hand rimadditional roof Outdoor Front End
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Mio (Design 2018),
retro frame, 
slight abduction
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Equipment 

• Sitting position for active driving easy and steplessly ad-
aptable

• Seat plate aluminum for optimal pelvic support, by re-
quest with seat inclination

• Anatomically formed seat and back units
• Seat and back cushion in many different colors
• Foot plate can be adjusted steplessly in height, depth and 

angle, on request can fold back
• Firm curved back plate, back cover and angle adjustable 

back
• Height and angle adjustable push handles or push bail
• Different positioning aids
• Hundreds of different spoke covers
• Outdoor-Front-End and special tires
• Therapy table and drinking bottle
• Transport bracket system
• Anti-tipper and much more…

Optimal and very 
precise adjustment.
Mio (Design 2018)’s frame is one of a 
kind because of its very strong torsion-
resistance. Through this, it can measure 

up to strong strain from a very active child and 
reaches a high operating life and quality.

The seat position can be set steplessly according 
to the physical possibilities or therapeutical 
demands - also after build. With this, a constant  
adaptability according to the changes of the 
child or disorder is possible. 

Like all of our wheelchairs Mio (Design 2018)
is based on our modular construction system. 
Many components can be added afterwards. The 
attachment of positioning aids is possible with 
Mio (Design 2018)- removable truss pads, head 
rest, abduction wedge, anatomically formed seat 
cushion... 

Even the build of a seat shell or adding a double 
hand rim is possible - also one-hand steering 
with our customised products.

footrest folds away to 
the back

back unit without 
backtube

One hand push hand-
les

LED-casters without 
extra charge

slight abduction strong abduction legrestheadrest
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Mio Carbon (Design 2018)

seat width    18-30 cm (+2 cm)

seat depth    18-30 cm (+ 4 cm)

back height   17,5-35 cm (+ 5 cm)

rear wheels   18“, 20“, 22“, 24“

casters      
   4“ and 5“

- user weight max. 50 kg

- rigid frame, optional 

   taurus or retro f
rame 

- optional slight or strong    

   abduction

- very light wheels
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Mio Carbon (Design 2018)
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Mio Carbon (Design 2018) 
taurus frame, slight abduction,
with outdoor front end



Carbon technology for weight 
reduction.
If you put into perspective the weight of a 
wheelchair and the weight of its user it is clear to 
see why every ounce counts.

Therefore we combined the concept of Mio 
(Design 2018) with the carbon technology. That 
means that Mio Carbon (Design 2018) has most 
of the features and possibilities of the aluminum 
Mio (Design 2018) - if it is the many therapeutic 
possibilities, the adaptability, the wide range of 
equipment components or the possibility that it 

can grow with the user.  The main difference is 
that it is lighter. 

On the other hand, additional weight can be 
compensated very well with the Mio Carbon 
(Design 2018). That is why the advised therapy 
with, for example, head rests or truss pads, seat 
shells, one-hand assistance or drum brakes etc. is 
added. Compared to their own weight, children 
have more to propel.

Outdoor Front Endall around a very light chair

push handle can be 
folded downCarbon-side guard leg support

Carbon-curved back 
plate

Equipment 

• Anatomically formed seat and back units
• Seat and back cushion in many different colors
• Height and angle adjustable push handles or push bail
• Different positioning aids (head rests and abduction wed-

ge)
• Hundreds of different spoke covers
• Outdoor-Front-End and special tires
• Therapy table and drinking bottle
• Transport bracket system
• Anodized color package
• Anti-tipper and much more…
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Mio Move

German Aid Index No.: 

18.99.02.1020

seat width  20-34 cm (+ 2 cm)

seat depth  18-36 cm (+ 3 cm)

back height 25-45 cm (+ 2,5 cm)

rear wheels 20“, 22“, 24“

casters   
     4“ and 5“

- user weight max. 60 kg

- rigid frame, opt. taurus or retro

   shape

- opt. slight or stron
g abduction 

- suitable as a
 seat for 

transport 

   in a vehicle accor
ding to       

   ISO 7176-19
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Active wheelchair
and rehab stroller in one.

Every day children conquer a new piece of their 
life. They get to know their surroundings and 
all of its sensations, they connect with other 
people, build relationships, stretch to their 
limits and from there they take a new path. 

What looks like “playing” to us adults is actually 
really hard work. Through their actions they 
learn new things every day and they process all 
that they pick up from their surroundings. That 
is their way to become part of our life and our 
society.  Away from protective parents, to new 
friends and new adventures and back to the 
parents.

With the new Mio Move the possibility to switch 
between (active) wheelchair and (passive) 
stroller has been made. The technical solution 
for this is a new mechanical system for tilting. 
With this, all active features of the Mio are 
maintained, but: now it is also tiltable. 

The therapeutical idea behind this is that in the 
Mio Move, children can switch between being 
active and resting at their own pace and without 
having to change aids. On the one hand, it is 
prevented that the child feels that its urge to 
move is burdening. On the other hand, it is 
encouraged, whenever the child is motivated, 
to mobilise itself. This is why Mio Move is an 
ideal aid for the gradual change between the 
passiveness of a stroller into the activeness 
of a mobile, self-determined life and makes 
inclusion, in general, possible.

Outdoor Front End
back angle 90°,
not tilted

back angle 90°,
tilting ca. 30°

back angle ca. 105°,
tilting ca. 30° 
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- very sturdy, mechanical 

   tilting from -5° to +35°

- back angle adjustable from

   85° bis 125° 

- also suitable for ow
n seat shell 

   build 
- with tilting mechanics still  

   suitable for a d
ouble hand rim 

- back height grows +2,5 cm

   also SW grows + 2 cm and 

   SD grows + 3 cm 

- standard double anti-tipper

- standard light weight wheels

- cable brake
 built into the 

   side guard
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Outdoor Front End back angle raster

More adaptable through 
mechanical tilting.

With the concept of Mio, we have 
achieved that the new Mio Move can be 

as precisely set as the Mio model before and 
also equipped for the different therapies. In 
addition, it is tiltable. With this, it has become 
an interessting and versatilely applicable 
wheelchair for therapeutic use. 

Furthermore, we were able to make room 
under the seat since its new tilting mechanics 
is operable over a raster bar instead of a gas 
pressure spring, whereby even the use of a 
double hand rim is possible. 

Tilting and a double hand rim are now both 
possible for a one-hand therapy. A further, 
positive factor is the weight reduction.

Almost all adjustment and setting possibilites of 
the Mio are also possible on the Mio Move. It 
also has the same extensive range of equipment 
components as the normal Mio. In addition, its 
measurements were made so that it can also 
be used by adolescents. Optionally, it can be 
growable.

back extension submersible leg support folds back double anti-tipper

Equipment

• mechanical tilting from 85° to 125°
• on a raster from -5° to +35° adjustable back angle
• anatomically formed seat and/or back unit
• back extension submersible
• seat can be set in heigth and depth
• back height grows (+2,5 cm), opt. also the seat width (+2 

cm) and seat depth (+3cm) 
• leg support steplessly adjustable in height. depth and 

angle 
• a variety of positioning aids such as foldable truss pads, 

headrests, legrests, belts etc.
• one-hand assistance (double hand rim etc.)
• push handles or push bail adjustable in height and angle 
• light weight wheels (also with drum brake)
• steer and push aid for outside (Outdoor Front End) 
• special tires and hand rim covers
• drink bottle
• anti-tippers
• many different spoke guards, etc.
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Vector
German Aid Index No.: 

18.50.03.1076

seat width  26-46 cm (+ 4 cm)

seat depth  28-50 cm (+ 4 cm)

back height 25-50 cm (+ 5 cm)

rear wheels 22“, 24“,26“

casters       
4“, 5“, 5,5“, 6“, 7“

- user weight max. 120 kg

- rigid frame straight, abducted

   or adducted  

- suitable as a se
at for transport in 

   a vehicle according to

   ISO 7176-19



brake integrated into the 
clothing guard side parts

standard knee lever brakeSeat plate with anatomi-
cally formed seat unit 

seat and back cover
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Unusually versatile,
extremely durable.
Vector is an unusually stable wheelchair with 
excellent driving qualities. It is suitable for 
adults and children and is the follow-up model 
of Mio.

Its noticable feature is its variability, where an 
unusually wide therapy array can be covered. It 
can be as individual as its users and as dynamic 
as their development. 

Flexibility because of growth, changes in the 
disorder, modifications or even a complete 
change in the therapy application are not a 
problem for the Vector.

Its almost unparalleled versatility is a result of 
the modular construction system: a basis for 
many more components that can be adjusted or 
added anytime. This starting at child sizes up to  
adult sizes with 120 kg user weight. 

Since it can grow with the user, a long use from 
childhood into adulthood is possible.



- 3 frame shapes: straight, 

   abducted, adducted

- grows in all directions without      

   purchased parts

- activity degree adjustable, not 

  dependant on wheel base with     

  seat angle 

- outer or inner mounting of leg  

   support possible

- also suitable for ow
n seat shell    

   build
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Easy adjustment,
changeable anytime.

The setting of the seat unit takes place 
independently from the undercarriage 

with little screws over the seat angle. With 
this, the exact position for comfortable driving 
without strain is made. 

All physical parameter are changeable - also 
afterward - and fine adjustments can be made: 
grip point, effective length for turning the rear 
wheel, seat position, activity degree, seat and 
back angle, angle of the legs and camber. 

The same applies to (almost) all therapeutic 
equipment components. With our modular 
construction system adjusting, changing, 
attaching or rebuilding is not a problem. This 
is why Vector is one of the most versatile rigid 
frame wheelchairs ever.

And it offers a lot of room for individual 
preparation for example: head rests, cushions 
for truss pads, abduction wedge, anatomical 
seat and back units or even seat shells. 

tiltable back Tarta-back 

inner leg support 
attachment

outer leg support 
attachment

adjustable camber double hand rim

Equipment
• seat and back cover or firm seat plate and firm curved back 

plate
• anatomically formed seat and back units
• back angle adjustable with raster of 80°-120° and can be 

folded forward
• back tubes moved backwards by 4 cm (very high activity 

degree or compensation for the build depth of a seat shell)
• firm curved back plate in several depths and shapes
• back extension for curved back plate, submersible
• a variety of footrests, continuous or divided, inner or outer 

attachment, adjustable in height, depth and angle, swings 
to the side

• different positioning aids (headrests, truss pads, leg 
support, abduction wedge)

• one-hand assistance (one-hand steering, double hand rim, 
one-hand brake)

• hand rim cover and/or special tires
• a variety of side guards and armrests 
• push handles or push bail adjustable in height and angle 
• a variety of brakes (also light weight wheels with drum 

brake - weight reduction up to ca. 1,1 kg per pair 
compared to normal drum brake wheels ) or automatic 
rollback block

• therapy table in different materials and sizes
• steer and push aid for outside (Outdoor Front End)
• baggage holders, foldable 
• many different spoke guards, etc.
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Vector BSA*

German Aid Index No.: 

18.50.03.1091

seat width  30-46 cm (each 4cm)

seat depth 34-50 cm (each 4cm)

back height 30-50 cm (each je 5cm)

rear wheels  22“, 24“, 26“

casters   
4“, 5“, 5,5“, 6“, 7“

- user weight max.. 120 kg

- rigid frame straight, abducted

   or adducted  

- Detachable leg support

**DetachableLegSupport
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Extra Versatile
Vector convinces with its wide range of thera-
peutic. And still, some  equipment desires could 
only be realized with a customised solution. 

The advantages, for example, of swing away leg 
supports are known from foldable wheelchairs 
– one can get closer to objects and/or in order 
to get in and out of the chair easier they can be 
detached.   However, a foldable wheelchair does 
not. 
The additional weight can also play a roll, for 
example, when mobilising strength or when re-
activating it. So this has been the problem so 
far: More weight or no detachable leg supports. 

The new Vector DLS has filled this void. It is a 
rigid frame chair with swing-away leg supports 
– even with abducted frame. The Vector DLS can 
be set very precisely to the physiological possi-
bilities of the user – not depending on the chas-
sis. 

And it has the same wide range of equipment 
features for supporting individual therapy plans 
– be it for positioning, mobilising, activating, 
etc. Vector DLS is very versatile for even more 
therapeutic application possibilities. For this, it 
is one of a kind.

Leg support swings to the side and can be detached.
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Standard equipment:

- straight or abducted frame

- grows in all directions without 

   additional 

- the degree of act
ivity can be set 

   independently from the 

   wheelbase with the seat 

   supporting angle

- leg support swing-back and 

   completely detachable 

- leg support attachment: outer or 

   inner attachment possible 

- also suitable for ow
n seat shell 

   build 
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easy refitting from swing-away leg supports to sepa-
rately swing-up leg supports, only through replace-
ment 

Easy adjustment, 
can be changed anytime

Vector DLS has the same precise setting 
possibilities and wide range of equipment com-
ponents as its name giver. 

All physiological parameters such as: gripping 
point, length for turning the driving wheel, 
gripping distance, legroom or leg guidance, leg 
stretch angle and camber can be changed any 
time and mostly with little effort. Also after 
purchase! This way a reaction to the anatomical 

changes or therapeutic modifications is flexible. 
In addition, it grows in all directions without ad-
ditional parts. Due to its modular construction 
system, changing, replacing, alterations or addi-
tions are not a problem. 

And it offers a lot of room for almost any thera-
peutic preparation. The firm seat plate and the 
firm curved back plate even allow the build of a 
seat shell. This is why Vector is probably one of 
the most versatile rigid frame wheelchairs ever. 

back to 120° plus desk side 
guard with arm rests

XL-frame, 40 mm higher 
– for long LLL 

Desk side guards in order to easily fit under a table 
edge, fold up and removable 

Equipment
• XL- frame, 40 mm higher – suitable for long LLL
• firm seat plate
• anatomically formed seat and back units 
• back angle adjustable with raster from 80°-120° and can be 

folded forward 
• back tubes moved backwards by 4 cm (very high activity 

degree or compensation fort he build depth of a seat shell)
• firm curved back plate in several depths and shapes
• back extension for curved back plate, submersible
• a variety of footrests, continuous or divided, inner or outer 

attachment, adjustable in height, depth and angle, swingst o 
the side and completely detachable, additionally, individually 
swings upward in the physiological pivot point  

• different positioning aids (headrests, truss pads, leg support, 
abduction wedge)

• one-hand assistance (one-hand steering, double hand rim, 
one-hand brake)

• hand rim cover and/or special tires
• a variety of side guards and armrests, 
• desk side guards for easy transfer, fold up and completely 

detachable 
• a variety of push handles or push bails, adjustable in height 

and angle 
• a variety of brakes, also light weight wheels with drum brake 

(weight reduction up to ca. 1,1 kg per pair compared to 
normal drum brake wheels) or automatic rollback block

• therapy table in different materials and sizes
• steer and push aid for outside (Outdoor Front End)
• baggage holders, foldable
• many different spoke guard desigs, frame colours, covers, 

etc
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The Jump Family:
one name-three models



Jump alpha:
foldable frame, closed front,

user weight max. 75 kg

Jump beta Sport-Frame:

foldable frame, frame and foot rest 

are one piece

user weight max. 120 kg

Jump beta DLS*-Frame:

foldable frame, detachable leg 

support and can be folded to the 

side, user weight max. 120 kg

both beta-variations are also in 

XL-version (frame 4 cm higher)

*Detachable Leg Support

Mobile society, 
mobile wheelchair.
Who ever wants to keep up in our global world 
has to be mobile. How much more do those 
who are impaired in movement abilities?! Who, 
thus, wants to or has to live a life with constant 
change of location. 

A foldable wheelchair, that can become a small, 
compact package and additionally supports 
all therapeutic goals is such an aid. It doesn‘t 
matter if for the daily transport to school, work 
or on vacation...

This is why all Jumps are foldable and have a 
very wide equipment range. All Jumps are 
suitable for a variation of therapy forms with 
the modular construction system. 

Jump alpha is a small, foldable active wheelchair 
for children and adolescents with excelent 
configuration possibilities and driving qualities. 

Jump beta Sport is a foldable active wheelchair 
for adolescents and adults with all the 
possibilities and features of the Jump alpha but 
even more equipment possibilities.

Jump beta DLS* is a foldable active wheelchair 
for adolescents and adults with all the 
possibilities and features of the Jump beta 
Sport. In addition, the leg support can be 
detached completely and can swing to the side.

*DetachableLegSupport

Jump alpha
SW 24-38 cm (+2), 
SD 26-38 cm (+4), 
BH 25-45 cm (+5)

Jump beta Sport-Frame
SW 30-50 cm (+2),
SD 34-54 cm (+4), 
BH 25-50 cm (+5)

Jump beta DLS*-Frame
SW 30-50 cm (+2), 
SD 34-54 cm (+4), 
BH 30-50 cm (+5)
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Jump alpha

German Aid Index No.: 

18.50.03.1079

seat width   24-38 cm (each +2cm)

seat depth   26-38 cm (each +4cm)

back height  25-45 cm (each +5cm)

rear wheels 20“, 22“, 24“

casters       
 4“, 5“, 5,5“, 6“

- user weight max. 75 kg

- foldable frame, straight or  

   abducted

- suitable as a se
at for transport 

   in a vehicle according to

    ISO 7176-19
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Inclusion through mobility.
Jump alpha is a durable, highly stable active 
wheelchair and suitable for an outstandingly 
strong strain from children and adolescents. It 
has small packing measurements and is almost 
as torsion-resistant as a rigid frame with its one 
and a half cross brace.

With its fine adjustable drive ergonomics it 
supports the activating of its young users. 
All equipment components can be adjusted, 
changed or modified throughout the therapy.

Its wide equipment range is based on our 
modular construction system and allows many 
different therapy forms. 

And with its attractive design, this is a 
wheelchair in which one can be seen. Thus, 
inclusion becomes possible and it supports an 
independent lifestyle: in school, with friends or 
on the sports field...
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- without replacing frame parts 

  it grows in all directions

- activity degree can be set 

  through wheel base/wheel position

- inner or outer mounting of leg   

  support possible

- seat and back cover 
or

  firm seat plate and firm curved 

  back plate 

- also suitable for ow
n seat shell build

- back angle adjustable with raster or 

   gas pressure spring
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one and a half 
cross brace

baggage holders e.g. for 
the school bag, foldable

firm seat plate and firm 
curved back plate

seat and back cover 

footrest with inner attachment, folds to the side

Additional changes?
Anytime.

The settings of the seat unit are made on the 
wheel base and the wheel position, for an ideal 
physiological grip point. 

Additionaly, the back (e.g. when using a seat 
shell) can be adjusted in small intervals from 
80°-120° or steppless with a gas pressure spring 
from 90°-120°. 

All physiological parameters can be changed at 
anytime: grip point, effective length for turning 
the rear wheel, seat position, activity degree, 
seat angle, leg positioning or camber.

The same goes for (almost) all therapeutical 
equipment components. Through our modular 
construction system changing, replacing, 
attaching and rebuilding is not a problem. Here 
Jump alpha and its rigid equivalent, Vector, are 
similar and similarly versatile.

Equipment
• anatomically formed seat and back units
• back angle adjustable with raster of 40° or with a gas 

pressure spring adjustable by 30°
• firm curved back plate in various depths and shapes 

(Jump alpha stays foldable) 
• back tubes moved backwards by 40 mm (very active 

center of gravity or compensation of the mounting depth 
of a seat shell)

• back extension for curved back plate, submersible
• various positioning aids (headrest, truss pads, leg support, 

abduction wedge)
• one-hand assistance (one-hand steering, double hand 

rims, one-hand brake)
• hand rim covers and/or special tires
• a variety of footrests, continuous or divided, inner or 

outer attachment, height, depth and angle adjustable, 
swings to the side

• different side guards and armrests
• push handles or push bail adjustable in height and angle 
• a variety of brakes (also light weight wheels with drum 

brake - weight reduction up to ca. 1,1 kg per pair compa-
red to normal drum brake wheels ) or automatic rollback 
block

• therapy table in different materials and sizes
• Transit-safety wheels
• steer and push aid for outside (Outdoor front end)
• baggage holders, foldable
• many different spoke guards, etc.
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Jump beta Sport

German Aid Index No.: 

18.50.03.1084

seat width 30-50 cm

seat depth 34-54 cm

back height 25-50 cm

with XL-frames (= 4 cm higher)

seat width 38-50 cm

seat depth 44-54 cm

back height 30-50 cm

rear wheels   22“, 24“, 26“

casters      
   4“, 5“, 5,5“, 6“ and 7“

-user weight max. 120 kg

- foldable frame, straight or 

   abducted
- suitable as a se

at for transport 

  in a vehicle according to 

  ISO 7176-19
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Foldable and very versatile.
Jump beta Sport is a highly durable and 
versatile active wheelchair. Its foldable frame 
with a double cross brace is best suitable for 
above average strong strain from adolsecents 
and adults. When folded, it has a small and 
handy size and fits in every trunk.

This way, active users have the best condition 
for a life full of activity and are mobile for work 
and leisure time...

Less active users can take more advantage of 
its wide range of equipment which allows many 
different therapy forms- just as differentiated 
and individual as the small Jump alpha.

For very tall users we developed an XL-frame, 
which is 4cm higher and all components of the 
standard sport frame are possible.

As by the Jump alpha, all necessary changes or 
modifications of equipment, activity degree or 
settings are additionaly possible.
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- 2 frame heights: standard- and 

   XL-frame (+4cm)

- activity degree can be set 

  through wheel base/wheel position

- inner or outer mounting of leg  

   support possible, divided or 

   continuous, foldable out and to    

   the side

- seat and back cover 

   or opt. firm seat plate and 

   firm curved back plate 

- also suitable for sea
t shell build

- back angle adjustable with raster or 

   gas pressure spring
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Equipment
• SeatFix, also with seat extension
• anatomically formed seat and back units
• back angle adjustable with rasters about 40° or with gass 

pressure spring about 30°
• back tubes moved backwards by 4 cm (very high activity 

degree or compensation of the mounting depth of a seat 
shell)

• firm curved back plate in several depths and shapes, 
mountable (stays foldable)

• submersible back extension
• various positioning aids (headrests, truss pads, leg 

support, abduction wedge)
• one-hand aid (one-hand steering, one-hand brake, 

double hand rim)
• different hand rim covers
• a variety of footrests, height, depth and angle adjustable, 

inner or outer mounting, continuous or divided, or to 
swing outward

• dynamic leg support for spastic patients
• various side guards and arm pads (also foldable 

backwards)
• height adjustable push handles or push bail 
• various brakes (also light weight wheels with drum brake 

- weight reduction up to ca. 1,1 kg per pair compared to 
normal drum brake wheels ) or automatic rollback block

• therapy table in different materials and sizes
• Transit-safety wheels
• steer and push aid for outside (Outdoor Front End)
• baggage holders, foldable 
• many different spoke guards, etc.

back angle adjustable 
with raster

desk side guard can be detached completely or 
folded back

tipping lever and 
anti-tipper

setting for the back 
angle 

XL-frame 
4 cm higher 

Individual adaptation with 
less changes

The individual setting of the ideal grip 
point as well as the activity degree can be 
done over the wheel base and the wheel 
position. Also, the footrest can be adjusted 

to the users measurements in all directions.

We pay great attention to the simple handling 
of individual components by the user as well as 
adjustments done by the rehab technician. With 
our modular construction system changing, 

replacing, attaching and rebuilding is not a 
problem. Here Jump beta and its rigid equivalent, 
Vector, are similarly versatile.

When using a seat shell, the back angle can be 
adjusted in small intervals over a raster about 
40° or stepless with a gas pressure spring about 
30°.
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Jump beta DLS*

German Aid Index No.: 

18.50.03.1083

seat width 30-50 cm

seat depth 34-54 cm

back height 30-50 cm

with XL-frame (= 4 cm higher)

seat width 38-50 cm

seat depth 44-54 cm

back height 30-50 cm

rear wheels    22“, 24“, 26“

casters  
4“, 5“, 6“ and 7“

- user weight max. 120 kg

- foldable frame, straight or

   abducted

- suitable as a s
eat for tran

sport 

   in a vehicle according to

   ISO 7176-19

                      
                      

                      
 **DetachableLegSupport
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Getting closer -
with detachable leg supports.
Jump beta DLS* is just as durable and versatile 
as the Jump beta Sport. The only difference is 
its leg support. It can be turned to the side or 
detached completely. This way, the user can get 
closer to things. Transfering in and out of the 
wheelchair can happen much closer to the bo-
dy, so the user can complete the task alone. Or 
the user can use the rest of his/her strength in 
his/her legs for so called patter.

Furthermore, the upward elevatable leg sup-
port is also suitable as a legrest e.g. after a leg 
injury and/or thrombosis prevention etc. 

With its wide range of equipment, Jump beta 
DLS* also supports complex therapy plans and 
is nevertheless suitable for an active mobile life 
of adolescents and adults.

*DetachableLegSupport

leg support detachable, swings to the side and 
can be elevated

leg support detachable and swings to the side
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 - 2 frame heights: standard- and 

   XL-frame (+4cm)

- leg support completely             

   detachable, can be elevated
 and/ or 

   swings to the side

- activity degree can be set 

  through wheel base/wheel position

- inner or mounting of the leg      

   support possible, divided or 

   continuous, swings to the side

- seat and back cover 
or opt. firm seat 

   plate and firm curved back      
   

   plate 
- also suitable for sea

t shell build

- back angle adjustable with raster or 

   gas pressure spring
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Modify and equip at any 
time.

All adjustment possibilities of the Sport 
version are also possible with the DLS* 
frame and just as easy in handling. Even 

additional changes from a seat cover to a firm 
seat plate and/or firm curved back plate or the 
other way around are easily accomplished.

Should a modification be necessary, from a leg 
support that can swing to the side or that can be 
elevated, this is easily possible. The mounting 
to the frame is the same for both versions. 

This way they can be combined - e.g. to lift 
one leg. The upward foldable leg support can 
be adjusted in the physiological turning point 
in short raster intervals to almost 180°. The calf 
cushions can be set stepplessly to the user.

The DLS* version is also based on our modular 
construction system, whereby many necessary 
changes or modifications can also be done 
belatedly. 
*DetachableLegSupport

Equipment
• SeatFix, also with seat extension
• anatomically formed seat and back units
• back angle adjustable with raster about 40° or with gass 

pressure spring about 30°
• back tubes moved backwards by 4 cm (very high activity 

degree or compensation for the build depth of a seat 
shell)

• firm curved back plate in several depths and shapes, 
mountable (stays foldable)

• submersible back extension
• various positioning aids (headrests, truss pads, leg 

support, abduction wedge)
• one-hand aid (one-hand steering, one-hand brake, 

double hand rim)
• different hand rim covers
• leg support can swing out to the side and/or can be 

elevated and be completely detached with continuous or 
divided footrest, height, depth and angle adjustable

• various side guards and arm pads (also foldable 
backwards)

• height adjustable push handles or push bail 
• various brakes (also light weight wheels with drum brake 

- weight reduction up to ca. 1,1 kg per pair compared to 
normal drum brake wheels ) or automatic rollback block

• therapy table in different materials and sizes
• Transit-safety wheels
• steer and push aid for outside (Outdoor Front End)
• baggage holders, foldable 
• many different spoke guards, etc.

detachable 
leg support

short arm pad adjustable back 
angle

side guard can be fol-
ded back

leg support can be 
elevated

XL-frame 
about 4 cm higher
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Tilty Vario

German Aid Index No.: 

18.99.02.1013

seat width 28-44 cm (+4 cm)

seat depth 30-44 cm (+4 cm)

back height 30-50 cm (+5 cm)

rear wheels    22“, 24“

casters      
    4“, 5“, 5,5“, 6“

- user weight max. 90 kg

- rigid frame, 10 cm abduction

- seat tilting about 25°

- back angle 80°-120° and

   foldable forward

- suitable as a se
at for transport 

  in a vehicle according to 

  ISO 7176-19
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Active, tiltable, 
able to grow. 
With the Tilty Vario we have developed a 
tiltable wheelchair for children, adolescents 
and adults, which at the same time shows the 
same features as an active wheelchair. 

The seat-back unit can be tilted 27°. Additionaly, 
the back angle can be adjusted in steps from 
80° to 120°, whereby an almost lying position 
can be reached. 

In the Tilty Vario, rather passive users receive 
the option to become active and, in this 
way, can develop a form of mobility as far as 
possible. For this, the shoulder-driving wheel-
position can be adjusted to the user by the seat 
support angle. 
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back angle 90°,
seat tilting 0°

back angle 120°,
seat tilting 0°

back angle 90°,
seat tilting 25°

back angle 120°,
seat tilting 25°



- rigid frame, with screwed on 

   telescope-crossbars, 6 cm

   abduction  

- can grow in all directions 

  without having to buy new     

  parts 
- axle plate with 20 

  possible positions

- also suitable for on
e-hand aids       

   (double hand rims, one-hand     

   steering etc.) 

- easy mounting of all

  positioning aids

- steer and push aid for 

  outside (Outdoor Front End) 
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foldable side truss pads

functional: the screwed on 
telescope-crossbars

arm pads adjustable in 
height and angle

Active or passive?
Both possible.

The frame of the Tilty Vario is based on 
the concept of the Vector: seat support 

angle and screwed on telescope-
crossbars plus gas pressure spring for 
tilting. 

The axle plate is designed so that it allows 20 
different positions of the driving wheels. This 
way, Tilty Vario can be set very precise to the 
physical capabilities of the user.

Through its screwed on telescope-crossbars it 
grows in width 4 cm, the seat depth grows 4 cm 
because of the seat support angle and the back 

height can be extended 5 cm -all without having 
to purchase or switch parts.

It is an allrounder with a variety of equipment 
components. Thus, it can be used for many 
different therapy forms. Even when using 
double hand rims, Tilty Vario stays tiltable 
without restrictions. 

Tilty Vario is also suitable for a therapy 
according to Pörnbacher.

Equipment 
• anatomically formed seat and back unit
• firm curved back plate, various forms and heights, also 

extendable
• footrest continuous or divided, folds to the side and/or 

can be elevated, stepless height, depth and angle adjust-
ment 

• footrest for spastic patients
• Bowden-cable brake built into the side guards
• light weight wheels with or without drum brakes (weight 

reduction up to ca. 1,1 kg per pair compared to normal 
drum brake wheels )

• special tires and hand rim covers
• positioning aids (headrests, abduction wedge, truss pads, 

legrest system)
• height and angle adjustable push handles or push bail 
• steer and push aid for outside (Outdoor Front End)
• therapy table in different materials and sizes
• drink bottle 
• many different spoke guards, etc.

back folds down for 
transport

holder to attach 
abduction wedge
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The Loop - Family:
one Name-two models

LoopSORG RS
with ERGO-system

shell base frame
LoopSORG
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Very sturdy, versatile, able to 
grow.
A seat shell base that can easily adjust to the 
rapid changes of its user and the needed care. 
This is in reference to size, therapy progression 
and symptom changes - that was the guidline 
for our development. What came out of this 
was the LoopSORG (the first seat shell base frame 
that can grow) and the LoopSORG RS (the  tiltable 
wheelchair that can grow).

With this, LoopSORG is a seat shell base that can 
adjust for many years to its users, therapy forms 
and also a new seat shell. This is the same for 
children as well as for adolescents and adults. 

We took easy, everyday handling into account - 
for the rehab technician as well as for the user. 
Many details make the daily use easier.

With its various equipment components the 
LoopSORG Family can be equipped for many 
different therapy requirements and goals. 
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seat shell base frame
LoopSORG

LoopSORG RS
with ERGO-system

SO
RG

LoopSORG RS
with STANDARD-system
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 LoopSORG

German Aid Index No.: 

26.99.01.3034

with 12“-wheels: 26.99.01.1045

Size 1, frame width 30, 34, 38, 42 cm

 (suitable at SD 32 cm)

Size 2, frame width 34, 38, 42, 46 cm

 (suitable at SD 38 cm)

Size 3, frame width 38, 42, 46, 50 cm

 (suitable at SD 44 cm)

driving wheels 12“, 20“, 22“, 24“

casters      
      5“, 5,5“, 6“, 7“

- max. user weight 120 kg

- optional seat tiltin
g from

   -5° to +35° or +2,5° to +40°

- back angle 90°-120° adaptable   

  to the seat shell

- suitable as a se
at for transport 

  in a vehicle according to 

   ISO 7176-19



Equipment 
• back angle adjustable with a gas pressure spring to match 

to the seat shell
• back guidance for the seat shell
• closed front frame
• seat shell adapter
• second gas pressure spring for high strain
• leg support with continuous or divided footrest 
• leg support foldable to the side and/or can be elevated 

or detached
• multidirectional leg support freely adjustable in all 

directions 
• footrest for spastic patients
• light weight wheels with drum brakes ( weight reduction 

up to ca. 1,1 kg per pair compared to normal drum brake 
wheels )

• special tires and hand rim covers
• height and angle adjustable push handles 
• knee lever brake
• automatic rollback block
• anti-tipper
• track fixation for casters
• steer and push aid for outside (Outdoor Front End) 
• therapy table in different materials and sizes
• drink bottle 
• many different spoke guards, etc.

slim frame with plenty 
of room for the build of 
the seat shell

seat shell adapter with 
wedge

closed frame with knee 
lever brake

Smart details for easy 
handling

Each frame width can be extended up 
to 4 cm. The back unit can be extended 
backwards up to a max. of 7cm, the 

seat wedge adapter can be adjusted in 
depth 5cm. Additionaly, the position of the leg 
support can be moved forward up to 6 cm. 

The possibility for a change of its equipment 
after build stands: e.g. from big wheels to 12“ 
wheels or the opposite, from one to two gas 
pressure springs, from a leg support that can 
be elevated, to one that swings to the side or 
even a multi dimensional set leg support etc. 

Even the tilting can be changed when 
considering the different demands in the daily 
rehab routine.

With this concept, the therapy plan stays 
adjustable for many years - in terms of the 
greatest possible advantage for the patient. 
And all of this in the highest technical build 
quality – made in Germany.

12“-wheels with drum brake - 
multiple adjustments possible

detachable leg supports 
can also swing out to the 
side
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ERGO - system STANDARD - system

Choose two different equipment variants:

LoopSORG RS

seat width 30-48 cm (+4 cm)

seat depth 30-48 cm (+4 cm)

back height 30-60 cm (+5 cm)

rear wheels    20“, 22“, 24“

casters      
    5“, 5,5“, 6“, 7“

- seat tilting about from -3° 

   to +35°

- back angle 80°-120° and

   foldable forward

- seat angel and seat position 

   adjustable

- suitable as a se
at for transport 

  in a vehicle according to 

  ISO 7176-19

3-parted ERGO back, growing in width.

ERGO back cushion

anatomical cushion

Knee guidance for
 ERGO side guards Upholstery for 

knee guidance

Interior upholstery 
for ERGO side 

guards

ERGO side 
guards

Curved back plate 
or Adjustable back cover

STANDARD back cushion

STANDARD cushion
or anatomical 

cushion

STANDARD side guards 
with or without guidance



Equipment 
• ERGO-seat and back system
• ERGO-knee guidance
• second gas pressure spring for high strain
• standard-, light weight,- oder Profile-wheels
• double handrim
• casters with different caster forks
• various leg support
• Back extension incl. head rest
• numerous positioning aids
• height-adjustable push handles
• various brakes
• different one-hand aids
• therapy table
• anti-tippers
• hemi-adapter for lower seat height
• outdoor front end
• anodized colours
• many different spoke guards, etc. 

outdoor front end

knee guidance for 
ERGO-side guards with 
upholstery

ERGO-system for a 
optimal body 
guidance

tiltable from -3° to 
35°
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Optimal body guidance
With the LoopSORGRS we connect the 
supply in the area of   the  tiltable acti-

ve wheelchairs. Like its eponym, the Lo-
opSORG seat shell base frame, LoopSORGRS 

adapts quickly and easily to the rapid changes 
of its user and their course of therapy and ch-
ange of the clinical picture.

The optionally available ERGO seat and back 
system offers an individual and best possib-
le body guidance. The ERGO side guards and 
the ERGO knee guidance support an optimal 
sitting posture

who can be adjusted to the individually the-
rapeutic aspects and the body shape of the 
user. In addition, the 3-part ERGO back is 
growing in the width and offers space for a 
seat designed individually by specialist shop.

The LoopSORGRS can grow without additional 
parts in the back height by 5 cm, in the seat 
width by 4 cm and in the seat depth by 2 cm 
growing. 
This makes the LoopSORGRS to a long-term 
companion.

3-parted ERGO-back, 
growing in width

Lo
op

 R
S

SO
RG
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The Boogie family:
One name - Three models
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Boogie Drive

Boogie Fix

Boogie Swing



Upright through life -
for all ages!
No child is born to spend the rest of their life 
in bed. The opposite is the case. Small child-
ren have the natural urge to sit up and learn 
to walk. 

A child that cannot sit up and be mobile due to 
its impairments needs an aid that helps them in 
this aspect. Our mobile standing devices Boo-
gie Drive, Boogie Fix and Boogie Swing sup-
port the therapeutic concept of (early) mobility 
in an upright pose. With the support according 
to the three-point-method for an upright pose 
a careful and controlled strain to the bones and 
the whole musculature takes place. Even inac-
tive muscles are activated, strained and stimu-
lated. 

At the same time the balance system is stimu-
lated by the upright pose, a fundamental re-
quirement for the physical and cognitive deve-
lopment of a person. All adjustments can be set 
precisely or even steplessly. 
Our mobile standing devices Boogie Drive, Fix 
and Swing benefit from our wide range of use-
ful features of our Boogie concept
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Boogie Drive Boogie Fix Boogie Swing
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Boogie Fix
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Boogie Drive

German Aid Index No.: 

28.29.01.3010

frame width 36, 40 and 44 cm 

(grows +4cm each),

rear wheels 24“, 26“, 28“, 30“,

32“ and 36“

- user weight max. 60 kg

- user height max. 150 cm

- tilting adjustment with telescope 

  or gas pressure spring from 0°- 15°

- adjustment in finest steps or e
ven 

  stepless



Many equipment variants 
and easy handling

While developing the Boogie Drive it 
was a priority to us that the therapists 

can easily handle and set it. At the same time 
the Boogie Drive is prepared for all relevant 
therapy demands, due to its wide range of 
equipment. In the standard version it can 
grow 4 cm in width in each size, without addi-
tional parts. The tilting can be adjusted 

steplessly with a telescope or gas pressure 
spring from 0° to 15° and due to the easy and 
individual setting of the truss pads and foot 
plates, adjustments can be made to each the-
rapy form.
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tilting adjustment of the 
centre column from 0°-
15° with gas pressure 
spring or telescope

Separately in all directions 
adjustable knee truss pads

posterior truss pad with 
swivel bracket and crank, 
3-dimensional setting

Separately in all 
directions adjustable 
foot plates

Equipment
• aluminum frame with screwed on cross bars, grows 4 

cm in width without purchased parts,
• tilting adjustment of the centre column with telescope 

or gas pressure spring from  0° to +15°, 
• drum brakes,
• puncture proof tyres,
• two sprung casters in back with lock, height adjustable,
• one or two casters in front,
• chest truss pad height and angle adjustable,
• pluggable posterior truss pad, adjustable in height and 

depth,
• standard knee truss pad with kneecap cut-out, height, 

depth and individual width setting,
• aluminum foot plate, individually abductable in height, 

width and depth or undivided, in height adjustable 
foot plate,

• 3D-foot plates, additionally individually turnable and 
height adjustable,

• many different coating options,
• many colours for the truss pad covers,
• side chest truss pads, adjustable in all directions,
• side pelvis truss pads, adjustable in all directions,
• posterior truss pad with swivel bracket and crank, 
 adjustable in all directions,
• knee truss pads with resting brackets, adjustable in all 

directions, individually abductable,
• silicone hand rim covers,
• knee truss pads with resting brackets, adjustable in all 

directions, individually abductable,
• therapy tables made of polycarbonate in various sizes 

(also with toy box),
• additional holders for the hand brake lever on the 

centre column,
• equipment with clamp lever instead of setscrew,
• foot shells with belt.



Boogie Fix

- user weight max. 60 kg

- user height 80cm - 150 cm

- adjustment in finest steps or e
ven 

   stepless
- Four feet w

ith two transport wheels 

   in front 

- Chest truss pa
ds height and angle  

   adjustable

- Posterior truss
 pad pluggable, h

eight 

   and depth adjustable

- Knee truss pads with patella ho
le 

- many individually setting options 

   for all pads variants 

- many other equipment options...
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Separately in all directions 
adjustable knee truss pads

posterior truss pad with 
swivel bracket and crank, 
3-dimensional setting
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side chest truss pads 
and pelvis truss pads

Equipment
• 3D-foot plate, additionally, individually turnable and 

height adjustable 
• Side chest truss pads, adjustable in all directions 
• Side pelvic truss pad adjustable in all directions 
• Posterior truss pad with swivel bracket and crank, adju-

stable in all directions 
• Knee truss pads with resting brackets, adjustable in all 

directions, individually abductable 
• Spine truss pad adjustable in width
• Foot shells with belt
• Therapy tables in various sizes made of beech wood 

(also with toy box) 
• Equipment with clamp lever instead of setscrew
• Four casters, lockable 
• Back truss pad with swivel bracket 
• Four feet with two transport wheels in front 
• Chest truss pads height and angle adjustable
• Posterior truss pad pluggable, height and depth adju-

stable
• Knee truss pads with patella hole 
• Optional: aluminum foot plate, continuous adjustable 

in height or  divided, each adjustable in height, width 
and abduction 

• Many different coating versions
• Many colours for the truss pad covers

Allowing to stand
The standing device Boogie Fix sup-

ports users to take on a standing po-
sition with their own strength and to 
keep it. The easy handling of the mobile 

standing device simplifies the use for all rele-
vant therapy forms. Thanks to the easy and 
individual setting of the truss pads and foot 
plates an upright position can be made pos-
sible, which comes very close to natural 

standing. Boogie Fix guarantees an upright 
positioning which allow the user to take part 
in the benefits of standing. 

undivided foot 
plate



Boogie Swing

- user weight max. 60 kg

- user height 80 cm - 150 cm

- Four feet with two transport 

   wheels in front

- tilting adjustment with gas pressure  

   spring from 0°- 30°      

- many individually setting options 

   for all pads variants 

- many other equipment options...
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tilting adjustment of the 
centre column from 0°-
30° with gas pressure 
spring or telescope

Separately in all 
directions adjustable 
foot plates

foot pedal to trigger 
the gas pressure spring

Mobile standing device with 
the possibility of active and 

passive phases
The standing device Boogie Swing supports 
the users to take on an upright position and 
to keep it with their own strength. The easy 
handling of the mobile standing device sim-
plifies the use for all relevant therapy forms. 
Thanks to the easy and individual setting 
of the truss pads and foot plates an upright 
position can be made possible, which comes 
very close to natural standing. 

Boogie Swing guarantees an upright posi-
tioning which allow the user to take part in 
the benefits of standing. Unlike the Boogie 
Fix, the centre column on the Boogie Swing 
can be adjusted steplessly with a gas pressure 
spring up to 30° forward. Thanks to its tilting 
angle a switch from active and passive phases 
is possible and with this, a relief for the joints 
or the muscles and stabilising the users circu-
lation is made possible. 

Equipment
• 3D-foot plate, additionally, individually turnable and 

height adjustable 
• Side chest truss pads, adjustable in all directions 
• Side pelvic truss pad adjustable in all directions 
• Posterior truss pad with swivel bracket and crank, adju-

stable in all directions 
• Knee truss pads with resting brackets, adjustable in all 

directions, individually abductable 
• Spine truss pad adjustable in width
• Foot shells with belt
• Therapy tables in various sizes made of beech wood 

(also with toy box) 
• Equipment with clamp lever instead of setscrew
• Four casters, lockable 
• Back truss pad with swivel bracket 
• Four feet with two transport wheels in front 
• Chest truss pads height and angle adjustable
• Posterior truss pad pluggable, height and depth adju-

stable
• Knee truss pads with patella hole 
• Optional: aluminum foot plate, continuous adjustable 

in height or divided, each adjustable in height, width 
and abduction 

• Many different coating versions
• Many colours for the truss pad covers

knee truss pads with ste-
pless, 3-dimensional setting 
and individual width setting



- Push aid for outside

   (Outdoor Front End) 

- One-hand assistance:

   - Double hand rims 

   - One-hand steering 

   - One-hand brake 

- Footrest 

...and much more

Vector with one-hand steering
Vector with 
double hand rim

64 Mio Move with 
Outdoor Front End



Individual equipment.
Because a person is never standard, we don‘t 
build standard. And because every person is 
different, we want to answer to the many, very 
individual demands of aids with our wide range 
of equipment components. They are mostly 
small items with a big impact, since they affect 
the therapy, the life circumstances and the 
wellbeing  directly.

When for example a child or an adult has to drive 
over cobblestones everyday to get to school 
or to work, it is almost never possible without 
a push aid for outside (Outdoor Front End). At 
least not alone. The mobility of the wheelchair is 
first reached with an Outdoor Front End - and an 
independent lifestyle even possible. The same 
goes for double hand rim, one-hand steering, 
submersible back extension, Transit-safety 
wheels, etc.

On the following pages we can only show you 
a fraction of the different solutions for the 
individual requests on our wheelchairs. 

However, we will show you several outcomes of 
our special build division and explain what the 
special solution was necessary for. Here it will 
become clear how important the single person 
with their individual situation is when it comes 
to a wheelchair supply.    

knob hand rim
with 16 knobs

automatic rollback 
block

dynamic leg support for 
spastic patients

Transit-safety wheels
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The Outdoor Front 

End is a steer a
nd 

push aid for outside 

and is possible on 

all SORG models.
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Outdoor Front End- 
the push aid for outside.
The Outdoor Front End is a steer and push aid 
for outside. With it, the active or passive driving 
on uneven ground (cobbled streets, forest 
or gravel paths, gras etc.) is made possible, 
because the small casters easily get stuck in 
soft ground or in the slits of, for example, 
cobblestones.

The important thing is the therapeutical “side 
effects”. First, through the big wheel and larger 
wheel base with higher spring effect, the spasm 
causing vibrations and the resulting injury risks 
are strongly reduced. Second, the impacts to 
the spine are softened.

This way, the daily walk to school or nursery 
school is no longer agonising for child and 
parent. Also, many daily paths can be mastered 
easier and even independently without help. 

The steer and push aid can be extended 
in width, if necessary, due to growable 
wheelchairs, without having to purchase  parts. 
It can just as well be extended in length (long 
wheel base = comfortable driving, short wheel 
base = short turning circle and less strain when 
actively driving). For trips etc., the outdoor 
front end can be taken apart in small parts and 
easily transported in a suitcase.

Mounting on makes from other manufacturers 
is possible in individual cases. For this, please 
send us pictures of the caster adapter and tell 
us which model wheelchair it is.
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- foldable wheelchairs stay 

   foldable 

- hand rim also possible 

   for the opposite side 

- drum brake possible

- different distances 

   for gripping possible 

- possible on all SORG-

   models
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big distance for large 
hands

small distance for 
small hands

Mio Carbon with 
DHR and headrest

Vector with DHR, gre-
ater distance between 
hand rims

The concept of one-hand 
driving with a double hand 
rim.
With one side limited mobility, normal driving 
of the wheelchair with both driving wheels 
is very hard or even impossible. In order for 
further participation in social surroundings 
and to utilize the rest of the mobility, the 
described restiction can be compensated with a 
double hand rim. With it, driving and steering a 
wheelchair with only one hand is possible.

For this, two hand rims with different diameters 
are mounted on one driving wheel, whereby the 
bigger one acts directly on the wheel and the 
small one acts through an axle on the opposite 
wheel. 

Both hand rims are independently attached 
from one another, whereby when using one 
hand rim a curve drive occurs and when using 
both a straight drive occurs. 

The drive axle is easily detachable for 
transportation and with it, also allows the use 
on foldable wheelchairs. With a little bit of 
practice, this driving technology is learned fast. 
The knee lever brake can then be mounted in 
addition with a one sided user lever and works 
over a bowden cable on both driving wheels.
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- chair for lying on your 

   stomach, tiltable 

- tandem-attachment  

- lying wheelchair 

- knee driver 

- additions and caskets for 

   supply units 

- extreme abduction 

- double footrest 

- and much more 

tiltable lying-sitting chair 

Mio with one-hand steering on 
the Outdoor Front End
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retractable cushions 
as protection becau-
se of torso instability

complete covering of 
the driving wheels to 
avoid finger injuries

Mio Carbon with double 
footrest to get in 
independently

one-hand steering-
with track fixation 
on Kika

Mio with central 
caster and one-hand 
steering

Unique people - 
unique solutions.
We take our slogan literally, because we 
know that a person can never be standard. 
Here, we can only show you a small excerpt 
of our special build solutions, which we have 
developed in our over 25 years of company 
history.

So if you have an idea for the equipment or 
construction of your aid that you cannot fulfill 
with standard, then talk to us. Because unique 
is our daily routine. 

Surrely we will only then be satisfied when we 
have found the ideal solution for your particular 
requests and the special therapy concepts.

To drive, the patient 
kneels down in this 
customised product.
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Wheelchair with mechanical 
one-hand drive and one-hand steering.
This special build was developed for a young woman, a thalidomide victim, 
with missing arm limbs. Due to her impairment because of extremely short 
outer extremities, conventional drive assistance was not usable for her. With 
this wheelchair, her wish for maximum autonomic mobility was fulfilled. This 
way she can go to work and have a personal life with social activities.

The conception of this special build is based on a flywheel, with which the 
young woman can drive and steer the wheelchair with the long lever very 
close to her body. 
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Wheelchair for kneeling.
With the basis of a wheelchair for standing 
(Pablo), this wheelchair was developed. The 
young owner has extremely short legs. Walking 
is very difficult and only possible to a limit. 
Long distances are not possible. Due to her 
extreme scoliosis, she has to wear a pelvic-torso 
orthesis. Because of this, sitting in a normal 
wheelchair is also not possible. 

On the holder of the push handles (right 
picture) a thorax truss pad is attached, which 
her local rehabilitation technician formed as a 
counterpart to her orthesis. She can lean her 
upper body against it. 

To drive, she independently gets on from the 
back and kneels on the wide plate (left picture). 
Leaning against the thorax truss pad and with 

stabilisation from the side she can now drive 
this wheelchair. She can tilt the central pillar 
forward with two gas pressure springs, which 
gives her additional stability while driving, 
To stand, she then puts the central pillar in a 
vertical position. With the other lever on the 
handle she can operate the drum brake.

A further effect of this way of driving is that she  
can reach her surroundings almost at eye level, 
even with her short body height. This has been 
positive for her self-confidence. She started an 
apprenticeship as a retail saleswoman. 

Inclusion through special build.

- central pillar with „knee  

   plate“ 
- tiltable forw

ard 20° 

- brake and tilting lever

   within reach

- central pillar for adding    

  different racks and holders

- 2 sprung anti-tippers

   in the back 
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Seat shell wheelchair 
with appliance bin.
With this seat shell base, the seat height is set very low so that the 
carer can transport the overweight user with strong limitation of 
muscle tone easier. For this, among other things the negative tilting 
forward of the seat unit was lifted to -9°. 

For the various therapy devices a solution was needed that was 
different from the regular attachment of the brackets under the seat, 
because the middle big appliance bin for the oxygen supply had to 
be designed to be pulled out to the front.

Based on the Siro II, this seat shell base makes it possible for the 
carer to transport the patient as well as stow the therapy appliances 
nearly without help: when the patient is positioned on the frame 
with their seat shell, the carer can then tilt the wheelchair and 
comfortably place the oxygen bottle etc. in the middle appliance bin. 
The additional therapy devices can be prepared and easily hooked 
on both sides. The connection to the corresponding cable can then 
be done without a problem on the half lying patient. 
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Wheelchair for lying on 
your stomach. 

This special build was developed for a young 
19 year old man whose torso and upper limbs 
developed almost to normal size, but who had 
extreme deformities from the 12th thoracic 
vertebra down and whose lower body was set 
back in development. Because of this, it is not 
possible for him to sit or stand in an upright 
position since his pelvis cannot carry the weight 
of his upper body. In addition, the complete 
muscle tone is weak from the 12th thoracic 
vertebra down, whereby even with a seat shell 
or a torso orthesis, stabilisation in an upright 
position cannot be reached.

With this wheelchair for lying on your stomach 
(supplemented with corresponding lie shells) it 

is now possible for the young man to drive his 
wheelchair independently. For this, the driving 
wheels where attached in the front so that he 
can operate them while lying on his stomach 
with his head in driving direction. 

In the active phases, the wheelchair is tilted 35° 
so that he can communicate and interact better. 
The brakes where also attached within his reach. 
Also within reach is the bin for his respirators 
and schoolbooks, so that he can also handle this 
on his own. 

With this wheelchair, he is not dependent on 
help for every movement and can achieve his 
wish of independence and freedom. 

- tiltable 35°

- adapter for lying shell

- driving wheels in the front 

- brakes integrated in the

   side guards   

- retractable 
bin under 

   the wheelchair for 

   belongings such as school 

   books etc. 
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Half lying, half standing.
This special build in XL format (SW 62 cm) takes into consideration the half 
lying, half standing pose of its user and his different leg lengths. The formed 
seat unit is made according to an anatomical mold and offers maximum 
support. The here missing back cushion is also manufactured from a mold 
and is used as a (partial) orthisis and is closed with torso strapps. The wheel 
lock is mounted on the side guards so that the user has them within reach.

Tiltable wheelchair for lying, 
with appliance bin.
This special wheelchair for lying down is tiltable and has 
a large substructure for oxygen bottles and many other 
devices for daily therapy. On the adaptable support frame all 
types of therapy cots can be mounted.



Wheelchair in spezial color
Sometimes our customers have very special 
color preferences and there are, as you know, 
endless colors.

Although our order form already offers a large 
selection, but if you want a different individual 
color, we take care of your wishes.

The users of these two wheelchairs have given 
us their color preferences in the form of the RAL 
number and of course we have met their desire. 

So your wheelchair is not only adapted tech-
nically and ergonomically to your individual 
needs, the wheelchair is also unique in its ap-
pearance.

If you have a special color request, then test us 
and tell us your special color (at best, directly as 
RAL value).

We will try to make your wheelchair as indivi-
dual as possible.
Just call us: +49 7254 9279-0.

SORG customized products - always a good so-
lution.
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Jump alpha in spezial color „aqua“ 
(RAL 5018)

Mio Carbon in in spezial color „light green“ 
(RAL 6027)
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Wheelchair with BuggyBoard
The parents of these two children were looking for an addition 
to the wheelchair of their impaired child in order to take their 
second child along without having to push an extra stroller or 
the like.
So on both wheelchairs was added an extension, a BuggyBoard, 
whereby a platform for the second child was constructed. Now 
the second child of these two familys can decide for itself if it 
wants to stand on the platform or walk on its own. It is also a 
relief for the parents now that they can walk outside with both 
children comfortably.
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